concrete. Nothing but concrete footings can go underground in Kansas
City/ This, unalterable, was a serious knockdown blow because there is a
certain lateral come-and-go possible to the light superstructure in a hexa-
gonal form when the light steel fabricated structure rests on coarse broken
stone 5 in this case, particularly, a necessary flexibility that would be lost if
the frame were fixed to solid concrete at the bottom. There is a contrac-
tion and expansion going on in solid footings that is not present in rock
ballast. I protested and tried again and again with all I had, but the legal
committee of disbelievers itself insisted that 'all should be perfectly legal'.
Well. , , the time to assert the rights of an owner to his own building
had arrived. The essential scheme should have been rejected or accepted
by all and sundry, right then and there, the building committee fired, and
a new start made.
But Dr. Jenkins, Joe, and I wanted to save the thing and trusted to our
ability to subsequently 'snatch victory from the jaws of defeat'. So I pro-
posed, 'Allow us to go ahead and we will mate any tests you require.'
The lawyers hesitated, hemmed and hawed, deliberated and visited the
commissioner, looked wise, and looked for compromise. They found the
compromise by employing a local engineer (recommended by the com-
missioner himself) to design solid concrete foundations. I don't live in
Kansas City and heard it only from some reporter who dug up the story.
Some eleven thousand dollars up on building costs.
Again—right then and there—I should have stopped the building
where it was and have withdrawn from any connection with it whatever.
The building was, henceforth, in the hands of the enemy. The funda-
mental condition of success of a rational experiment in behalf of the church
was gone. The flexible hex-frame could not contract and expand in its
own way, so cracks were sure to appear in the envelope. But I too am an
optimist. I hated to 'abandon the child', hoping to find something if they
did appear as expected, that would serve—perhaps another coat of Gunite
after the first winter was over. It is always possible to build up the thick-
ness of the shell indefinitely.
But no—the worst was far from over. Snag now after snag was set up.
The building was soon no longer mine except in shape—the shape which
had already lost some of its meaning. And 'the good foundation man',
egged on by the inside K.C. engineer, began stiffening up the frame.
Making the frame rigid where I wanted it to be and remain flexible.
Some fifteen thousand dollars more up on the building costs.
Ben Wiltscheck had a contract and had to build the building. Ben also
thought that by making these concessions he could get by and save the
thing somehow at the end in spite of all legal interference. But the lawyers
intended to win the case.
We made tests but were warned there must be no publicity. The com-
missioner suspected and the engineer challenged the strength of the
balcony. On the condition he made, that there should be 'no publicity',
we made the tests with loads prescribed. There was no visible deflection
anywhere.
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